
 
 

 

ALDOLÀ CHIVALÀ 

 

 

The Aldolà Chivalà project was born in 2009 from the meeting between the 

artistic producer Mauro Romano and Aldo Laurenza. Aldo usually provokes lively 

discussions after the evenings in the clubs in the center of Naples and Mauro 

proposes to work on his soliloquies. After numerous study sessions, Mauro plays 

Aldo's improvised Slams with electronic music: an encounter between recited 

words and samples comes out with the classical form of the song. The duo began 

performing in the clubs of Naples and the province, the repertoire is enriched 

with new songs in the evening. The word slam, in American slang, means an 

impact, a slap; derives from the expression "To slam a door", literally "Beat a 

door". This term has been associated with a genre of oral poetry (sound and 

vocal) for its power to capture the viewer and "slap" him with words in order to 

shake him, to move him. Aldolà in his lyrics plays with the natural sound of the 

words of the Neapolitan dialect, the language that prevails. The topics covered 

range from current affairs to existentialism with peaks of nonsense; the vein is 

ironic and provocative. In April 2011 Discontinuo is released, the first record. The 

homonymous song immediately becomes popular in the underground scene of 



 
 

Naples and the province as well as the video clip shot by the director Fabio 

Luongo who sees the participation of the Neapolitan actress Loredana Simioli. 

Here comes the invitation from Gianni Simioli to perform in the transmission 

Operation San Gennaro on Tele A, where Aldo plays one of the cult songs of the 

duo "Nun voglio ascì" slammando from inside a tent. Live in clubs all over 

Campania and the invitation to perform at the May 1st in Bagnoli 2013 arrives. 

During the performance Aldolà passes the microphone to some workers on the 

payrolls present among the public asking to speak and the duo's performance is 

interrupted immediately after. Meanwhile, the Neapolitan artist Daniele Sepe is 

passionate about the project, which begins to accompany Aldolà Chivalà live and 

often adds to the performances also Gianluca "Shangò" Salerno on percussion. In 

September 2014, Aldolà Chivalà, together with the Daniele Sepe Und rote Jazz 

fraktion project, plays on the Eutropia stage during the Feast of the Other 

Economy in Rome. In 2015 a project of a disc plus a book with drawings by the 

artist Franco Silvestro commented by Aldolà Chivalà comes out with 

Roundmidnight Edizioni. At the moment the group is engaged in the promotional 

tour of the new album - Move a little - which will be released in March 2019 

under the Mrfew label. 

Quoting Mark Smith, the 'creator' of the slam, "poetry is not meant to glorify the 

poet, it exists to celebrate the community". The fundamental values on which 

the slam spirit is based are the word, thought, dialogue, controversy and 

criticism but at the same time tolerance and openness to the other. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 
 

The new songs of Aldolà Chivalà by GENNARO MORRA 
 

Also in the contents the new songs of Aldolà Chivalà take up the themes dear to the 
Neapolitan duo: existential unease, the homologation of society, the banalisation of 
feelings, the rejection of responsibilities. Neapolitan texts that are a ferocious critique 
of this era, but without giving up the irony that rips off bitter smiles, while dancing and 
sweating on electro-dance rhythms. 
 
Thus, the album opens with "Deejay", a piece that jokes (up to a certain point) about 
the proliferation of disk jockeys a little everywhere and on any occasion. The second 
track, "Who was it?" Reflects on the vice, all Italian, of wanting to find a culprit for 
every problem, small or tragic. And in the end, he turns around, the stinker is always 
him: the State seen as an abstract entity. So in conclusion the culprit is never found. 
 
It continues with "L'aperitivo" - the protagonist of Daniele Sepe's sax - a song that 
teases those who whatever happens, even an emergency, still have a certainty: at 
seven in the evening there is always an aperitif to which take part. In "Coitoff" and 
"Scorci di pensiero" we reflect on the frenzy of modern society, where people rush to 
do a thousand things without completing them ("interrupted coitus") and at the end of 
the day everything gets confused: the images and emotions experienced they become 
"glimpses of thought". 
 
In the sixth track one wonders if the man or the music was born first and Aldolà 
Chivalà has no doubts: "Primme 'a musica". In the piece "Amò" returns to play Daniele 
Sepe (song already included in the saxophonist's album entitled "Captain Capitone and 
the brothers of the coast"), which is the soundtrack to a love story born in Piazza 
Bellini (place of the historic center symbol of the Neapolitan nightlife) and that goes on 
between Tennent's send down as fresh water and blood analysis from altered values. 
 
The album closes with the eighth track, the remix version of "Deejay" created by 
Denny Caputo: almost an invitation to jump into a virtual track to dance the night 
away. 
 
And fans of Aldolà Chivalà will be able to go wild with them all night Friday 1 March. In 
fact, the duo will present the new album at Zero81 of largo Banchi Nuovi, Naples. Live 
start at 10.30pm”.  
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

 
LostHighways Webmagazine Alessio Cuccaro  

15 Marzo 2019  
 
Eight years after the discontinuous debut, the duo of Aldo Laurenza and Mauro 
Romano are back. Not that they had left, in these years we have followed them in 
numerous live shows and collaborations, in which they have pitted new compositions, 
some of which finally find the well-deserved recording here. They cook Aldolà Chivalà 
with just a few ingredients, preferring cooking over a low heat, sometimes mixing food 
with music, as in Aldo's dj sets, titled with a tasty play on words RisAldo. So the 
tracklist of the new album begins with great self-irony, with the Deejay that ridicules 
the spreading presence of DJs. 'Stann' pe all part ', is denounced with caustic verve, 
everywhere, everywhere, regardless of the context, perhaps because it is an 
inexpensive formula, affordable for everyone, or so believe the many improvised and 
maybe even the really professional few . But listening to these tracks one realizes that 
something more is needed to make music: not skill, but creativity. And this is the main 
ingredient of the duo, able to enhance all the other flavors with it. Like the electro funk 
of Chi has been, an exhilarating dialogue in direct dialogue with the listener or with an 
unlikely plumber who turns into a hard j'accuse, a monotonous and firm list of deaths: 
'Moro, Falcone, Borsellino , Pasolini, Cucchi, Giuliani, Tenco, Piazza Fontana, Terra dei 
fuochi, Massacre of Bologna '. A political awareness that is the prelude to revolt, to the 
sound of a tense riff that looks like the ticking of a time bomb. Too bad that it is 
already 6.30am and at 7.00am the Aperitivo begins. And here the tension of the 
countdown melts into the alcohol of a funky dance, with a lot of circus interludes and 
the only cool by Daniele Sepe that bursts with his saxophone to cheer the party. The 
party that drugged a generation that is no longer able to fight. Perhaps this is why 
Aldo, having turned off the lights, starts with an existential monologue that unfolds on 
an electronic plot from a film by David Lynch. Coitoff is life itself, which has become an 
interrupted coitus that puts an end to dreams, aspirations, even poetry. 
All that remains is music, with a counter-melody choir that invokes James Brown's I 
black and proud on soft guitar strings and funky weaves for the low-key sentences of 
the noir organ. And then we travel towards the abstraction of Scorci di pensiero, a 
refrain that mentions De André ("like the clouds that go") on a warm pad progression 
and doubled voice, in two registers, by Mauro Romano. Then Primme a musica 
confirms the primacy of music, not only as a primordial need of man, but as a 
component of his own being, of the being of the whole cosmos. Fortunately, the new 
age drift is pleasantly surpassed with atmospheres reminiscent of Gil Scott Heron, from 
the warping of the basses on the keyboards to the fanned gusts of words. Having 
clarified the philosophical aspects of Aldo's writing, the duo gives space to the 
collaboration that has had the most success in recent years: I love ', the hilarious 
tropical tale of empty love between two happily unpacked youths, already included in 
the Capitan Capitone album and the brothers of the coast (too bad that Fore 'and bar a 



 
 

Barra, performed in live shows with the same Sepe) was not included in this project. 
You get lost among dreamy flutes and saxophones, but here is a DJ in the flesh, 
Dennny Caputo, who appears to remix the initial song, after all Aldo said it, ‘stann’ pe 
’all part‘, even here. 
 
The album's release is scheduled for March 15, 2019, for the online pre-order click 
here 
www.losthighways.it/2019/02/24/spostati-un-po-aldola-chivala/ 
 
Credits 
Label: Mr. Few – 2019 
Line-up: Mauro Romano (musica) – Aldo Laurenza (parole) – Daniele Sepe (sassofono) 
– Denny Caputo (remix) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 
 
PRESS 
 
 

Wordpress. Bancarotta Bagnoli presenta Aldolà Chivalà al 1°maggio a Napoli 
 
 
Repubblica "Aldola chivalà fra poesia e rap con elettronica 
 
 
Losthighways presenta Discontinuo di Aldolò Chivalà 
 
 
Justkidsmagazine Recensione Aldolà Chivalà "Discontinuo" 
 
 
Roundmidnight edizioni presenta "Discontinuo" 
 
  
Il Roma.net presenta il nuovo almum "Spostati un pò" di Aldolà Chivalà 
 
 
Losthighways presenta "Spostati un pò" di Aldolà Chivalà 
 
 
Napolitoday - Aldolà Chivalà a Firenze 
 
 
Gennaro Morra presenta "Spostati un pò" 10 anni di musica di  Aldolà Chivalà 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://bancarottabagnoli.wordpress.com/2013/05/03/primo-maggio-a-bagnoli-aldola-chivala-censurato-perche-ha-dato-voce-alla-disperazione/
https://ricerca.repubblica.it/repubblica/archivio/repubblica/2015/06/02/aldola-chivala-fra-poesia-e-rap-con-elettronicaNapoli12.html
http://www.losthighways.it/2015/08/24/discontinuo-aldola-chivala/
http://www.justkidsmagazine.it/2016/04/13/recensione-aldola-chivala-discontinuo/
https://www.roundmidnightedizioni.it/book/discontinuo/
http://www.ilroma.net/curiosita/il-disco/aldol%C3%A0-chival%C3%A0-%E2%80%9Cspostati-un-po%E2%80%99%E2%80%9D
http://www.losthighways.it/2019/02/24/spostati-un-po-aldola-chivala/
http://www.napolitoday.it/cronaca/furto-aldola-chivala-derubati-firenze.html 
http://www.gennaromorra.com/2019/02/aldola-chivala-spostati-un-po-10-anni-musica/ 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LABEL & MANAGEMENT 

Mr. Few s.a.s. 
Via Roma N° 5 

Grumo Nevano (Na) 

www.mrfew.com 

info@mrfew.com  

marta@mrfew.com 
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